
 

 

The UCCI Institutes are hosted by the University of California, and are made possible through state 

funding administered by the California Department of Education. 

 

About the UCCI Institutes 

The UCCI Institutes bring high school and college faculty together to create innovative high 

school courses that integrate traditional academics with a Career Technical Education (CTE) 

focus. Courses created at the Institutes and approved in the academic area by UC’s “a-g” 

process earn UC program status, meaning UCCI courses are available for any high school in 

California to add to their course lists just as they would AP or ROP courses. UCCI courses also 

count toward admission to the universities in the UC and CSU systems. Faculty who attend 

our Spring 2013 Institute will work in teams to create high school Language other than 

English courses that are integrated with the Health Science and Medical Technology CTE 

industry sector. 

 

 
 

APPLY NOW! Deadline is Feb. 18, 2013 

UC Curriculum Integration Institute for Spring 2013 

Language other than English (LOTE) with 

Health Science and Medical Technology (HSMT) 

April 11-14, 2013 at the Westin SFO Millbrae, California 

Why attend the Institutes? 

 

The UCCI Institutes offer participants the opportunity to:  

 Collaborate with educators from around the state to create model courses that  

bring real-world relevance to traditional academics. 

 Learn new approaches to teaching in their content area. 

 Understand the role of academics in Career Technical Education, and vice versa. 

 Gain a better understanding of UC’s “a-g” approval process. 

 

More reasons to apply: 

 

 Participants earn 2.5 Continuing Education Units through the Education Department of 

UCLA Extension and a stipend of $550. 

 Participants’ schools or districts are reimbursed up to $250 to help cover sub costs while 
the teacher attends the Institutes. 

Why integrate Language other than English with health science? 

 

The pairing of LOTE with HSMT: 

 Grounds language study in a context, affording students the opportunity to develop the 

vocabulary and grammatical structures relevant to health science careers. 

 Provides students interested in health careers greater cultural awareness, preparing them to 

serve a variety of populations within and beyond U.S. borders. 

 Offers students the opportunity to immediately apply the language they are learning in real-

world scenarios. 

 

 

 

The UCCI Institutes are hosted by the University of California, and are made possible through state funding 

administered by the California Department of Education. 

 

APPLY NOW at http://bit.ly/spring2013loteapp. For more information, e-mail ucci@ucop.edu. 

Application deadline is 11:59 p.m. Feb. 18, 2013. 

We hope to see you there! 

~ The UC Curriculum Integration (UCCI) Institutes Team 
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